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COVID 19 Brisbane Lockdown and Maleny Update 

Following advice today at 6pm we are returning our services back to normal operation operating 
under a COVID Framework (pre vaccine) and the day centres, groups, Op shop and non-essential 
activities will resume with consideration of the revised Brisbane easing of restrictions rules. 

Brisbane Ease of Restrictions - Restrictions for Greater Brisbane ease from 6pm today 11 January 
2021. They will remain in place until 1am 22 January 2021. 

Restrictions in place after the 3-day lockdown are: 
People in Greater Brisbane, as well as those who have been in Greater Brisbane since 2 January 
2021, are permitted to be outside their homes or accommodation for any purpose, subject to the 
restrictions below. These restrictions still apply even if you leave or have left the Greater Brisbane 
area. 
You must carry a face mask with you at all times when you leave home, unless you have a lawful 
reason not to. You must wear a mask in indoor spaces, except in your home. For example: 

 shopping centres and supermarkets 

 hospitals and aged care facilities 

 gyms 

 workplaces where people cannot socially distance and where it is safe 

 places of worship 

 libraries 

 public transport, taxis and ride share vehicles 

 airport terminals and during flights 

 staff in restaurants, cafes, pubs and clubs who interact with the public must wear masks but 
not patrons. You are not required to wear a face mask when outdoors at a safe distance 
from other people (for example, walking a dog), in private vehicles or when doing strenuous 
exercise. 

We recommend you wear a mask when outdoors if you are unable to stay more than 1.5m 
distance from other people, such as busy walkways and thoroughfares. 
Children under 12 years are and people affected by a medical condition or disability are exempt. 
  
Maleny Update:  
Maleny has now been identified as a “Low risk contacts – monitor for symptoms”. If you have been 
to any of the below locations at the relevant times you should: 

monitor for COVID-19 symptoms 
If any symptoms occur, get tested and quarantine at home until you receive a negative result 

Date Place Suburb 
Arrival 
time 

Departure 
time 

Wednesday 6 January Cappriccios Italian Pizza Restaurant  Maleny 6.30pm 7.00pm 
Thursday 7 January Purple Palate Cellars New Maleny 4.15pm 4.25pm 
Thursday 7 January Woolworths Supermarket New Maleny 4.30pm 4.50pm 

mailto:info@brcg.org.au
https://www.qld.gov.au/health/conditions/health-alerts/coronavirus-covid-19/stay-informed/symptoms-of-novel-coronavirus-covid-19-comparison
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I would like to thank all employees, volunteers and clients for their patience and cooperation during 
this period of caution.  

This has been a reminder that COVID is still very much a threat and we all need to remain vigilant in 
washing your hands regularly, maintain social distancing in all situations, and wearing a mask as 
required. 
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